Smart homes for
smart buyers
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Make your homes
smarter and Wiser™
As technology advances, the demand for tech-optimized homes
is on the rise. In 2016, 80 million smart home products were sold
worldwide – a 64% increase on 2015 (HIS Markit). This demand is only
set to increase with the global smart home market, projected to reach
$70,208.6 million by 2023 (P&S Market Research).
Home automation is going to transform the residential landscape, with
smart homes becoming the norm. At Schneider Electric, we’re leading
the way with decades of innovation under our belt, and more than a
century of electrical experience. As your partner, we can help you set
your residential projects apart from the rest with Wiser smart home
products, and drive interest that could translate into higher profits for
your business.
Together, we can create homes with all the comfort, convenience,
ambience and energy savings that your customers can enjoy today
and into the future.

Wiser
A smart home provides better
comfort, convenience and safety
to its occupants. With us, your
home will be more than smart,
it will be Wiser.
Wiser has been designed to make
your home work for you. It takes
care of the little things that improve
your well-being every day; making
your life richer and simpler.

Wiser App

Wiser Home Touch

Your home, in the palm of your hand, at anytime,
from anywhere. Whether you are at home, at
work, or on vacation, you can always go into
Wiser for more comfort, efficiency or safety.

Always where it’s supposed to be, the Home
Touch is both the hub for your Wiser products,
and a touchscreen from which the ideal ambiance
is only one tap away.

Heat
Your home, at the right temperature.
From the warm comfort you want
on a cold day, to the energy savings
you get while you’re away.

Light
The ideal lighting for every moment.
You’ll see what you do everyday in
a different light once the ambiance
becomes perfect for reading, cooking,
watching a movie, receiving guests...

Shutter
Let the sunshine in, or not. It’s a good
day when your shutters wake you
up gently with the morning sun, and
give you privacy by coming down at
sunset. And while away, they close to
protect your home from the outside.

Energy
Stay on top of your energy. Instantly
know how much your are spending,
and on what, and get notified if
something requires your attention,
for more efficiency and safety.

Home Touch
Always where it’s supposed to be. Your home at your fingertips.
The Home Touch is the hub connecting all products together.
But with its crisp full-color touch display, it is much more than just a hub.
Whether you like your routine, or the unexpected, a single tap on your Home Touch
is enough to change your whole home to give you comfort or efficiency, depending
on whether you are home or away. From it, you can also trigger any of your Moments,
whether you were about to cook, read or watch a movie. And in the morning, a quick
glance at the outside weather on your Home Touch is all you need to know exactly
what to wear for the day.

Temperature control

Weather

Home / Away / Sleep

Moments

For homes equipped with our
heating products.

You got out of bed and wonder
what to wear today? Glance at
your Home Touch and you’ll be
on your way…

Activate or override your main
schedule in one tap

Activate your
Moments in one tap.

“Where did I put my phone? Is it
charging upstairs? Never mind.
I can control my home from the
Home Touch. It’s always where
I expect it”
Sophie & Daniel; new home owners

Remote
Control
The Wiser App lets you take
complete control of your
home, away from home,
so you can regulate the
temperature, lights, shutters,
and more when you are out
and about.
Did you forget to turn lights
OFF when you left? Or
maybe you’d like to warm
your home just before your
return. No worries, it’s all in
the app. Easy. Simple. Wiser.

Control, comfort and efficiency,
in the palm of your hand.

“I can create the perfect
atmosphere for any Moments
during our day. Whether we
are having a movie night or
reading before bed. I wish I
could capture this moment.”
Marc, 37; home owner, father and teacher

Moments

Activate your Moments in one tap.
Then, sit back and enjoy.

Every day is made of little
moments. With Wiser, you
can create the perfect
ambiance for all those
moments. From wakingup, to cooking, enjoying a
meal, exercising, or reading
a book. Watching a movie?
Create your Moment, and in
one tap, dim the lights, close
the shutters, and adjust the
temperature in your living
room to your liking.

Schedules
Why do it yourself when you can let your home work for you?
With schedules, your home can take care of itself. Morning,
afternoon, evening, or night... once you schedule it, it gets
done. No need to think about it.

TIME OF DAY

WISER WORKS FOR YOU

WISER FEATURE

Your heating system starts before you wakeup, so your are comfortable the minute you
get out of bed.

HEAT

6:00

Your shutters close when you go to work,
for privacy, security, and to keep the hot or
cold air out.

SHUTTERS

8:00

From 8:00 to
16:30

While you’re away, your home wastes no
energy, so you maximize savings on your
monthly utility bill.

16:30

Your heating system warms your home
before your arrival from work.

17:00

As you get home, your exterior lights
automatically turn ON, welcoming you
back.

AWAY

HEAT

LIGHTS

“It is nice to know an app is
making sure everything is OK
in my home. And it will tell me if
is something is wrong. I feel on
top of things.”
Maria, 30; home owner, mother
and marketing director

Notifications

No worries. Wiser will notify you
if something requires your attention.

Wiser is so smart that it
will let you know if there’s
something you need to
check on at home. It will
send you notifications
if there is a problem in
your electrical panel. Or if
your refrigerator has lost
power. Or if your oven has
been left ON for a long
period of time. It can even
tell you if your water pipes
are in danger of freezing
in the winter. Now you
can always feel on top of
things when it comes to
keeping your home and
family efficient and safe.

“My heating system takes
into account outside weather
to adjust itself. That’s smart.”
Sarah, 36; home owner, mother and
business consultant

Radiator Thermostat, part
of our full range of heating
control products

Heating Control
Control temperature
via the Wiser App

Welcome to the home that knows the exact temperature to
keep you comfortable. That means you’ll be cozy on cold
winter mornings, and will never walk into a cold home at
the end of a long day. It regulates the temperature to your
personal settings, and helps you save on energy costs by
better managing your home’s heating.

Odace Light Swtich, part
of our full range of lighting
control products

Lighting Control
Every home feels warmer when lights know
when they should be ON or OFF. Lighting
is also smart when it waits for you to be
under the sheets before it lets the bedroom
get dark.
From low lights for movie nights to brighter
settings for kitchen forays, you can now set
the mood in every room with a single tap.
Now you can create the perfect ambience for
any occasion, at any time of day or night.

Control lighting
via the Wiser App

“When we go out with the family in the
evening, our lights simulate our presence.
We feel our home is safer that way.”
Veronica, 42: home owner, mother and
university professor

“When we wake up in the morning, our
shutters go up, letting the sunshine in.
It’s funny, but it makes me feel richer.”
Bridget, 30; home owner, mother and
public relations professional

Odace Shutter Switch, part
of our full range of shutter
control products

Shutter Control

Control shutters
via the Wiser App

Let the sunshine in… or not. A gentle
wake-up with the sun’s early morning
shine. A safe and efficient home protected
from the outside elements. A cozy home
that understands when you want privacy.
All of this is possible when your shutters
are made Wiser. Set them to open or close
at set times, with the sunrise or sunset, or
even with your Moments, to add a little bit
more magic…

“While on vacation, I heard
there was a bad storm back
home. I’m not worried about my
appliances or any short circuits.
I have Wiser, and it will notify me if
something requires my attention.”
Edward, 44; home owner and accountant

Resi 9 Electrical Panel, part
of our full range of energy
monitoring products

Energy
Knowing where your home’s energy
goes is powerful. Wiser monitors
the energy usage in your home and
appliances so you don’t have to. And
best of all, if something is not right
you simply get a notification. Is there
an issue in your electrical panel? Is
the refrigerator OFF? Has the oven
been left ON a bit too long? Is your
stored solar energy being utilized?
Wiser is there to help and will tell you if
something requires your attention.
Manage energy
via the Wiser App

A future-proof
smart home
Wiser has been designed with the future in mind.
It is continually updated with new features and products, ensuring that
a Wiser smart home will grow and adapt to the ever-evolving needs of
home buyers.
Wiser also works with Amazon Echo and Apple Homekit, delivering all the
flexibility occupants may desire to expand their smart home over time.
And, with Schneider Electric’s network of 2 million electricians worldwide,
you know there will always been someone ready to install Wiser in your
homes, wherever you build them.

A smart home.
A better life.
At Schneider Electric, we’ve been making
electricity in homes safe and reliable for more
than 100 years.
Wiser is the result of decades of technological
innovation delivering all new levels of comfort,
convenience, safety and control.
Today’s home buyers are smarter and more
educated. They expect a lot from the money
they spend, and pay more attention to detail.
A Wiser home gets noticed, setting itself
apart from the rest by delivering more value
for home buyers, today and in the future.
By partnering with us, you can help to create
smart homes, smart cities and smart grids
into the next century and beyond. Secure
your spot in the future of home development
by leading the way.
Smart homes for smart buyers.
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